Introduction
Numerous methods have been developed to solve complex system design problems partitioned into smaller subproblems. This decomposition-based approach can ease several difficulties encountered in system design, such as computational expense and management of complex interactions between system elements. Solving a problem in this way requires system designers to decide how to partition the system into subproblems and how to coordinate solution of subproblems toward a consistent optimal system design. Partitioning decisions have been studied analytically, while only qualitative guidance exists in the literature for selecting an appropriate coordination method from a set of viable alternatives. The interaction between partitioning and coordination ͑P / C͒ decisions has not been studied systematically, but one expects that partitioning decisions will influence coordination decisions and vice versa. In this article a partitioning and coordination decision-making model is formulated as an optimization problem and solved for test problems. Initial results indicate that accounting for the interaction between partitioning and coordination can lead to better decomposition-based optimization strategies.
1.1 Decomposition-Based System Design. The system design problems considered here involve multidisciplinary coupled analyses ͑e.g., a set of coupled computer-aided engineering simulations͒ where input/output properties are assumed to be known precisely. The vector of quantities computed by the jth analysis function and required as input to the ith analysis function is termed as the analysis coupling variable y ij . The vector of all coupling variable input to analysis i from any other analysis in the system is y i , and all design variables required as input to analysis i form the vector x i . In this manner, we define the ith analysis function as a i ͑x i , y i ͒. Analysis functions can be objective, constraint, or intermediate functions in the system design optimization problem. Design variables that are inputs to a i ͑x i , y i ͒ only are local variables x ᐉi ; design variables that are inputs to a i ͑x i , y i ͒ and at least one other function are shared variables x si . Shared and local variables together form x i = ͓x ᐉi , x si ͔ ͑vectors are assumed to be row vectors͒. The collections of all design variables, coupling variables, and analysis functions are x, y, and a͑x , y͒, respectively. Shared and coupling variables for a i ͑x i , y i ͒ comprise its set of linking variables z i .
A system is consistent if the values of all copies of a shared variable agree for all shared variables, and if the value of every coupling variable is equal to its corresponding analysis output. More precisely, shared variable consistency is achieved if
is satisfied for all shared variables, where x q is a component of x that is shared among the analysis functions a i ͑x i , y i ͒ ∀ i D s ͑x q ͒, with D s ͑x q ͒ being the set of indices of analysis functions that depend on the shared variable x q ; superscripts indicate the analysis function where the shared variable copy is input. Coupling variable consistency is achieved, if for every coupling variable
is satisfied, where the Boolean matrix S ij selects the components of a j that correspond to y ij . The set of all such equality constraints is y − Sa͑x , y͒ = 0, where S is a selection matrix that extracts the components of a͑x , y͒ that correspond to y. These coupling variable consistency constraints are referred to as the system analysis equations. Equations ͑1͒ and ͑2͒ together form the system consistency constraints. The optimal system design problem is formulated as min x f͑x,y p ͑x͒͒ subject to g͑x,y p ͑x͒͒ Յ 0 ͑3͒ h͑x,y p ͑x͒͒ = 0 where y p ͑x͒ is a solution to the system analysis equations for a given design, and the objective and constraint function values are outputs of a subset of analysis functions. This formulation is known as multidisciplinary feasible ͑MDF͒ ͓1͔ or all-in-one ͑AiO͒ and implicitly achieves shared variable consistency. For every optimization iterate x the system analysis equations must be solved for y p ͑x͒. If no feedback loops exist among analysis functions, the system analysis equations can be satisfied simply by executing the analysis functions in the proper sequence; analysis function outputs give the coupling variable values directly. An iterative algorithm is required for system analysis if feedback loops exist. Alternatively, the optimization algorithm can solve for y p ͑x͒ using equality constraints to enforce coupling variable consistency. This enables coarse-grained parallel processing and can ease numerical difficulties associated with strongly coupled analysis functions ͓2͔. The individual disciplinary feasible ͑IDF͒ formulation is the simplest way to use this approach ͓1͔. Balling and Sobieszczanski-Sobieski ͓3͔ suggested a hybrid approach that uses function sequencing to satisfy feedforward coupling relationships and equality constraints to satisfy feedback coupling relationships.
Decomposition-based design optimization formulations are applied to systems that have been partitioned into smaller subproblems. A separate optimization problem is defined for each subproblem; a coordination algorithm guides the repeated solution of subproblems toward a state of system consistency and optimality. System partitioning results in links between subproblems; the number and nature of these links can be a dominant factor in the solution process. In many cases the subproblems may be solved in parallel; henceforth we assume serial computation. Additional work investigates partitioning and coordination decisions for a specific parallel system optimization formulation ͓4͔. Equality constraints or penalty functions may be employed within subproblem optimization formulations to help satisfy system analysis equations. The set of design variables that are inputs for the functions in subproblem i and at least one other subproblem are the external shared variables x si . Coupling variables passed from functions in subproblem j to subproblem i are the external coupling variables y ij . External shared and coupling variables for subproblem i comprise its set of external linking variables z i . Independent subproblem solution requires local copies of both external coupling and shared variables. The coordination algorithm must ensure all copies match at convergence, satisfying the system consistency constraints. Some examples of coordination algorithms include optimization algorithms ͑e.g., quasiseparable decomposition approach of Haftka and Watson ͓5͔, concurrent subsystem optimization ͑CSSO͒ ͓6͔, and collaborative optimization ͑CO͒ ͓7͔͒, fixed point iteration ͑e.g., analytical target cascading ͑ATC͒ ͓8͔͒, Newton's method ͑e.g., ATC ͓9͔͒, and penalty methods ͑e.g., CSSO ͓10͔, ATC, and augmented Lagrangian coordination ͑ALC͒ ͓11͔͒. Note that Rodriguez et al. ͓10͔ introduced the use of augmented Lagrangian penalty relaxation with the method of multipliers as a coordination method for decomposition-based design optimization; this first approach was based on CSSO with response surface approximations for subproblems. Tosserams et al. ͓11͔ later introduced an augmented Lagrangian formulation for ATC ͓12͔ and then ALC. Decomposition-based methods are appropriate when systems are large and sparsely connected ͓13͔, when the design environment is distributed ͓14͔, or when specialized optimization algorithms can be exploited for solving particular subproblems ͓15,16͔. The techniques introduced in this article can be used to assess quantitatively whether decomposition-based optimization is appropriate for a particular problem.
Partitioning and Coordination.
A method for decomposition-based design optimization ͑i.e., a decomposition method͒ is defined here to include both a system partition and a coordination strategy ͓17͔. To apply a decomposition method we must first determine a system partition and a coordination strategy. The partitioning problem ͑P͒ is to decide which of m analysis functions should be clustered into each of the N subproblems. The coordination decision problem ͑C͒ is to specify a method for satisfying system consistency requirements; this typically involves consistency constraint management and a strategy for guiding repeated subproblem solutions toward system optimality and consistency. Decomposition methods in this article are assumed to be penalty relaxation methods where consistency constraints are only satisfied at convergence and design constraints are satisfied at every subproblem solution. This class includes the ATC and ALC formulations. The system design problems are assumed to be quasiseparable, i.e., subproblems may share design variables but not design constraints. Proofs exist for ATC ͓18͔ and ALC ͓11,19͔ that demonstrate convergence under standard assumptions, such as convexity, and show that the solution to the decomposed problem is identical to that of the original design problem. Convergence and equivalence to AiO for a few other methods, such as those proposed by Rodriguez et al. ͓10͔ and Haftka and Watson ͓5͔,  have been proven under looser conditions, but these methods relax design constraints and therefore do not fall under the class described above. It is important to acknowledge that several alternative decomposition methods, such as CO, have been shown to have theoretical and practical problems ͓20͔, highlighting the importance of the methods described above with proven convergence and equivalence properties. The coordination algorithm is assumed to be a fixed point iteration ͑FPI͒, and therefore decomposition method convergence is subject to FPI convergence conditions ͓2͔ ͑the a priori verification of which is very difficult in most practical cases͒. Subproblem solution sequence can influence convergence rate significantly ͓21͔ and is a defining property of the coordination strategy. This article studies partitioning decisions as well as the subproblem sequence aspect of coordination. Investigation of consistency constraint management is addressed in Ref. ͓4͔, and alternative coordination algorithms are a topic for future work.
Analysis function interactions and dependence on design variables are important factors in partitioning and coordination decisions. Matrix representations can effectively describe relationships in system design problems. Steward ͓22͔ proposed the structural matrix ͑SM͒ for illustrating relationships in systems of equations. SM rows correspond to equations and columns to variables that appear in the equations. The SM is useful for making partitioning decisions but lacks directionality information required for determining solution sequence. An output set is required to define directionality. Steward ͓23͔ later introduced the design structure matrix ͑DSM͒ that describes the inter-relationship between design elements, rather than equations and variables. These design elements were originally described as either design tasks or parameters, although later DSM approaches typically limit design elements to either design tasks or parameters but not both. The DSM is a square adjacency matrix where the elements represented by rows and columns are identical. The DSM is well suited for describing information flow direction and has been used extensively in ordering design tasks to reduce feedback loops ͓24͔. A DSM could be used to make combined partitioning and sequence decisions if its design elements included both analysis functions and design variables. Another related matrix representation is the functional dependence table ͑FDT͒ introduced by Wagner ͓17͔. The FDT is similar to the SM but is intended specifically for partitioning large equation-based design optimization problems. Instead of mapping variables to equations, the FDT maps design and coupling variables to objective and constraint functions. It lacks directionality information like the SM and cannot be used for sequencing unless an output set is defined.
Other matrices associated with engineering design, but normally not used in P / C decisions, include the relation matrix ͑RM͒ and correlation matrix ͑CM͒ from quality function deployment ͓25͔, and the design matrix ͑DM͒ from axiomatic design ͓26͔. The RM maps product engineering characteristics to customer requirements, and the CM describes correlations between engineering characteristics. The DM maps design variables to functional requirements and is intended for evaluating independence of functional requirements when comparing design concepts.
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Transactions of the ASME An example system is used to illustrate the matrix representation used in this article. Consider the following system of analysis functions:
The analysis functions are interdependent, and x 2 and x 4 are shared design variables. A directed graph ͑digraph͒ represents system relationships effectively ͑Fig. 1͒. If a system's digraph contains a cycle, then feedback coupling exists. Only simulationbased design problems are considered here. These have welldefined input-output relationships; therefore, a digraph is an appropriate representation.
This system could be represented with an SM and output set, or a DSM with both analysis functions and design variables. Such a DSM, shown below with the design elements in arbitrary order, is the transpose of the system digraph's adjacency matrix: Design variables are independent quantities; therefore, rows representing them are zero and can be omitted without loss of information. Organizing the matrix such that analysis functions appear before design variables aid visualization of system structure. In addition, ordering functions and variables by index value is convenient for calculating metrics used in P / C decisions. This condensed and reordered matrix is termed the reduced adjacency matrix A. The system adjacency matrix is ͓A T , 0͔. The reduced adjacency matrix for the example system is Subproblem solution difficulty typically increases with the number of analysis functions, design variables, and linking variables, although analysis function properties also influence difficulty. Similarly, coordination problem solution expense normally increases with the number of external consistency constraints ͓19͔. Fine partitions reduce subproblem difficulty at the expense of more external consistency constraints, while coarse partitions ease coordination difficulty at the cost of more difficult subproblems. As demonstrated in Secs. 2 and 3, A can be used to estimate how much subproblem and coordination difficulties contribute to the overall computational expense. As with most matrix representations, A describes the existence, but not the nature, of functional relationships. The nature of these interactions influences convergence rate. More sophisticated models involving function sensitivities over the analysis and design space are too computationally expensive to justify calculation. Initial findings indicate that a P / C decision method based on A is reasonably efficient, and the resulting P / C decisions provide an advantage when solving the system optimization problem.
Partitioning and Coordination
Decision-Making. Subjective techniques for P / C decisions are in common use. System partitioning often follows physical or disciplinary system boundaries ͓17͔, or product, process, or organization divisions ͓14,15͔. Qualitative guidance for coordination method selection exists in the literature ͓2,3,13,27͔. Formal P / C decision techniques are important, as they may identify nonintuitive and potentially advantageous system partitions and coordination strategies ͓28͔. A review of established P / C decision techniques follows; most center on either partitioning or sequence decisions, a few consider some aspect of P / C interaction.
Michelena and Papalambros ͓16͔ demonstrated the use of spectral and network reliability methods ͓29͔ to obtain partitions that minimize external linking variables and exactly balance subproblem sizes. Krishnamachari and Papalambros ͓30͔ used integer programming to generate partitions that allow some subproblem size imbalance. Chen et al. ͓31͔ introduced an iterative two-phase approach where the FDT is first ordered so that coupling relationships are banded along the diagonal, and then independent variable blocks and a systemwide linking variable block is formed.
Steward used the DSM with a "tearing" algorithm to order design elements so that blocks of closely coupled tasks can be identified, forming a type of partition. In this approach partitions depend on sequence decisions; partitioning decisions cannot be made independently, and superior P / C decisions may be overlooked. Rogers ͓32͔ introduced DEMAID, a heuristic DSM-based software tool for sequencing design tasks, and later DEMAID/GA ͓33͔, which utilized a genetic algorithm to perform sequencing tasks. Kroo et al. ͓34͔ suggested that, after sequencing was used to minimize feedback loops, consistency constraints could be used to break any remaining feedback loops. Meier et al. ͓35͔ reviewed DSM-based sequencing approaches and compared their objective functions, which primarily involved some combination of minimizing feedback, improving concurrency and modularity, or reducing computational expense.
A few approaches have accounted for some aspect of P / C interaction. Kusiak and Wang ͓28͔ demonstrated a method that first partitions a system based on its FDT, and then identifies an efficient subproblem sequence using a precedence matrix. This is similar to Steward's SM approach, except that Steward first determined a sequence and then identified a partition. Meier et al. ͓35͔ also described how partitions can be identified after a sequence is defined. A sequential P / C decision process, however, cannot account for all P / C decision interactions. It will be shown that sequential or independent approaches can fail to identify Paretooptimal P / C options, while a simultaneous approach does not. Altus et al. ͓36͔ developed a genetic algorithm that simultaneously determined function sequence as well as "breaks" between functions that form a partition. Only a single result was presented with a prescribed number of subproblems, P / C decision tradeoffs were not studied, and subproblem order was not defined since parallel subproblem solution was assumed.
Recall that coordination decisions involve both subproblem sequence and consistency constraint management. Different decomposition methods provide varying levels of flexibility in how consistency constraints may be allocated in a decomposition method: CO prescribes allocation completely; ATC allows consistency constraints for linking variables between subproblems to be assigned to any subproblem that is a common ancestor; and ALC offers complete flexibility in consistency constraint allocation, an attractive feature for studying the effect of consistency constraint allocation decisions. A coordination decision model that includes consistency constraint allocation requires assumption of a particular formulation. This article examines only generic coordination formulations and does not account for consistency constraint allocation. A more sophisticated model for ALC formulations that includes both sequencing and constraint allocation is presented in Ref.
͓4͔.
The P / C decision model introduced here assumes IDF-type subproblem formulations and a fixed-point iteration coordination algorithm; the model aids study of interactions between partitioning and subproblem solution sequence decisions. P / C decisions are based on metrics computed using the system reduced adjacency matrix. P / C decision results are optimal with respect to the P / C decision model. Sections 2 and 3 formalize the P / C decision problem, provide some solution techniques, and show the advantages of a simultaneous P / C decision approach. Optimal design of an electric water pump demonstrates the ideas on a physically meaningful design problem.
Partitioning and Coordination Decision Model
Partitioning and coordination decisions should minimize the complexity of the resulting system optimization problem. Complexity is approximated here by the coordination problem size ͑CS͒ and the maximum subproblem size ͑SS max ͒. These sizes are computed from specific partitioning and coordination information and are conflicting objectives to be minimized simultaneously. The tradeoff between CS and SS max is inherent to decomposition methods and represents P / C-optimum solutions. Formulas for computing CS and SS max are presented next, followed by a description of optimization strategies for minimizing these quantities.
P Õ C Problem Formulation.
The coordination problem and subproblem size metrics were derived based on a distributed optimization formulation, such as ATC or ALC, where consistency is managed using a penalty relaxation method and the subproblems are coordinated using fixed-point iteration. The coordination problem size CS is defined as the total number of consistency constraints for external shared variables and feedback coupling variables, to be solved by the following coordination algorithm:
The number of external shared variable consistency constraints is approximately n x s m , a metric based on the number of external shared variables. The number of feedback coupling variable consistency constraints in the coordination problem is equal to the number of feedback external coupling variables n ȳ f . It can be shown that the minimum number of consistency constraints required for the ith external shared variable is n Pi − 1, where n Pi is the number of subproblems that share the ith external shared variable. Therefore, the sum of n Pi − 1 over all n x s external shared variables is a reasonable approximation for the number of external shared variable consistency constraints: n x s m = ͚ i=1 n x s ͑n Pi −1͒. The reason n ȳ f is used instead of the total number of external coupling variables n ȳ is to penalize feedback, which slows coordination convergence ͓37͔. CS does not model how coordination problem size depends on consistency constraints allocation, and is therefore an approximation. The size of subproblem i, SS i , is defined as the number of associated decision variables, consistency constraints, and analysis functions. Since IDF-type subproblem formulations are assumed, no constraints are needed for internal shared variables, and one constraint is required for each internal coupling variable.
The number of external shared variables associated with subproblem i is n x s i , the number of local variables is n x ᐉ i , the number of internal coupling variables is n yi , the number of coupling variables input from subproblems executed after subproblem i is n ȳ fi , and the number of analysis functions is n ai . SS max is the maximum of all SS i values.
P Õ C Problem Solution.
Four strategies can be used to solve the P / C decision problem. In the first strategy, labeled ͑P , C͒, the P and C problems are solved independently. In the second strategy, labeled ͑P → C͒, the partitioning problem is solved first, and the resulting partition is used in solving the coordination decision problem. The third strategy, labeled ͑C → P͒, solves the partitioning problem using a coordination method definition obtained by first solving the coordination decision problem. The fourth strategy, labeled ͑P ʈ C͒, minimizes CS and SS max simultaneously, solving the actual Pareto-optimization problem. The examples will show that the first three strategies cannot capture the CS − SS max tradeoff information or always identify Paretooptimal solutions, providing evidence that interactions between partitioning and coordination decisions indeed exist and are important.
In the optimal P / C model a restricted growth string ͑RGS͒ ͓38͔ p of length m is used to specify the partition by prescribing which analysis function belongs to each subproblem. The value of p i is the subproblem that analysis function i belongs to. Redundant representations of partitions are avoided since as an RGS, p must satisfy the following:
Coordination decisions here are restricted to subproblem sequencing, defined by the vector o s , where the value of o si is the evaluation position of subproblem i, and o si o sj ∀ i , j ͕1,2, . . . ,N͖.
In the ͑P , C͒ and ͑C → P͒ strategy coordination decisions are made without partitioning information so it is impossible to specify a subproblem sequence and the analysis function sequence o is used instead. Two independent problems are solved in the ͑P , C͒ strategy, and the corresponding formulations are shown in Fig. 2 . The independent partitioning problem seeks to find p that minimizes a surrogate for CS, subject to a maximum imbalance constraint ͑B allow ͒ and a specified number of subproblems ͑N allow ͒. B is the maximum subproblem size difference incurred by p, where SS i Transactions of the ASME −2n ȳ fi is used instead of SS i for subproblem size since n ȳ fi depends on o s , which is unavailable. The value used here for B allow is proportional to system size: B allow = 0.2͑m + n͒ . The surrogate used for CS that does not depend on o s is n x s m + n ȳ . Forms of the independent partitioning problem were solved previously ͓16,28-31,36,39,40͔. The independent coordination decision problem seeks to find o that minimizes the number of feedback coupling variables n yf . Since p is unavailable, CS and SS max again cannot be used. Versions of the independent coordination problem were also solved previously ͓23,32,33,35͔.
The ͑P → C͒ strategy ͓28͔ first solves the independent partitioning problem and then passes the result p ‫ء‬ as a fixed parameter to the coordination decision problem ͑Fig. 3͒. Since a partition is defined the subproblem sequence can be used as the decision vector, and both CS and SS max can be used in the formulation.
The ͑C → P͒ strategy begins with solving the independent coordination decision problem for the analysis function sequence o ͑Fig. 4͒. Calculation of CS and SS max in the second stage requires definition of a subproblem sequence. A heuristic is used here to map o to o s : Subproblems are ranked in ascending order according to the lowest value of o i in each subproblem to define the subproblem sequence.
The ͑P ʈ C͒ strategy seeks optimal values for p and o s simultaneously ͑Fig. 5͒. Pareto-optimal solutions are obtained by varying SS allow as a parameter.
Examples.
The four strategies were applied to two randomly generated reduced adjacency matrices to demonstrate the tradeoff between CS and SS max and the interaction between partitioning and coordination decisions. The optimal P / C decision problems were all solved using exhaustive enumeration, and the appropriate constraints were varied in an effort to generate Pareto sets.
The first example has five analysis functions and seven design variables; its reduced adjacency matrix is Figure 7 plots all P / C instances for A 1 in the CS / SS max space. In other words, every point represents a different system partition and coordination strategy option. In many cases several p and o s combinations result in the same CS / SS max values.
The minimum CS value of zero occurs when N = 1, which corresponds to a pure IDF formulation for the system design problem ͑with a problem size of 42͒. In general, decomposition methods make sense if subproblem size can be reduced from the IDF size through partitioning without requiring a large coordination problem. This is most likely to occur when A is sparse. Complex products tend to have sparse adjacency matrices ͓15͔. A minimum SS max value normally occurs when each analysis function is assigned to its own subproblem but is associated with a large coordination problem.
Figure 7 also shows solutions obtained by the four different strategies. As expected, ͑P ʈ C͒ finds all 12 Pareto points; ͑P , C͒, ͑P → C͒, and ͑C → P͒ identify 2, 4, and 7 Pareto points, respectively. These latter strategies performed well for this small example in that they identified several Pareto-optimal points. A parametric study on B allow values revealed that increasing allowed imbalance for the ͑P , C͒ and ͑P → C͒ approaches initially improves the number of Pareto points identified, but increasing B allow 
΅
The biases in the CS and SS max distributions are now clearer in the histogram of P / C instances for A 2 ͑Fig. 8͒. These distributions can influence the performance of algorithms other than exhaustive enumeration ͑such as genetic algorithms ͓41͔͒ for solving the optimal P / C problem ͓35͔. Figure 9 shows CS and SS max values for all P / C instances for A 2 . P ʈ C located all nine Pareto points. No solutions to the nonsimultaneous approaches are Pareto-optimal except for the trivial case of N = 1. This result is significant because if any nonsimultaneous approach is used to make P / C decisions for this system, both subproblem and coordination problem sizes could be reduced further. This suboptimality is expected to be more pronounced as system size and complexity increases.
CS − SS max tradeoff information can be used to assess system suitability for solution via a decomposition method since it illustrates the sensitivity of best-case solution expense to increases in partition refinement. If increasing N causes CS to rise sharply without appreciable SS max reduction, AiO or IDF may be preferable. Thus, the second example is a good candidate for decomposition-based design optimization.
An interesting phenomenon is evident in Fig. 9 : There exists an instance where SS max = 64, which is greater than 62, the size of a single large subproblem. The corresponding partition cuts across a very large number of linking variables, and the subproblem order maximizes feedback. It is conceivable that some systems could exhibit this behavior for most or all P / C options, making them exceptionally poor candidates for a decomposition-based approach.
Water Pump Electrification Example
A newly developed electric water pump design problem illustrates P / C decision results for a physically meaningful system. A centrifugal water pump is used for an automotive cooling system driven by a permanent magnet dc electric motor. Traditional automotive water pumps are belt driven by the engine, and pump speed is proportional to engine speed. Such a pump must produce adequate flow and pressure even at low engine speeds. Since a pump cannot be simultaneously efficient at high and low rotational speeds, it operates at off-design flow conditions during much of its duty cycle and requires more input power than a pump driven by a constant-speed source, such as an electric motor. A motor-driven pump also has the advantage of being operated only when needed, further reducing power consumption. Electrification of belt-driven automotive components can improve fuel economy ͓42-44͔. Surampudi et al. ͓45͔ tested a speed-controlled electric water pump on a class-8 tractor and measured an 80% reduction in energy consumption. Section 3.1 describes an analysis model for an automotive electric water pump, its associated design problem, and Sec. 3.2 presents P / C decision results for this application.
Analysis and Design of an Electric Water Pump.
The model involves five analysis functions that compute performance metrics based on ten design variable values. Four analysis function outputs are coupling variables described in Table 1 . Design variables x 1 − x 5 define motor geometry, and x 6 − x 10 define pump 
Design variables
Motor wire diameter ͑m͒
Inner motor armature diameter ͑m͒
Outer motor armature diameter ͑m͒ x 4 = L Motor armature length ͑m͒
Motor commutator length ͑m͒
Pump impeller blade width ͑m͒
Pump blade angle at inlet ͑rad͒
Pump blade angle at outlet ͑rad͒ x 10 = ␤ 3 Pump diffuser inlet angle ͑rad͒
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Transactions of the ASME geometry; T is computed using a thermal resistance model similar to that found in Ref. ͓46͔ adapted for permanent magnet dc motors; I and are computed based on fundamental dc motor equations ͓47,48͔ adapted to the specific geometry of this motor. The pump drive torque and pressure differential are computed for a prescribed flow rate Q using fluid mechanics equations for centrifugal pumps ͓49͔. Model details are presented in Ref.
͓50͔. The pump design problem is not globally convex, and it is not known whether it satisfies convergence and equivalence requirements for ALC. This article focuses on coupled partitioning and coordination decisions, not equivalence of decomposed problems with AiO. Convergence and equivalence analysis is left for future work. Several analysis interactions exist in this model. For example, the temperature is computed based on the motor current and speed, but the temperature affects the electrical resistance and current, and the current influences the motor speed. All model interactions are captured in the following reduced adjacency matrix: Since P and are computed during the same analysis procedure and depend on identical quantities, P has been omitted from A 3 for simplicity. The design objective is to minimize electrical power consumption ͑P e ͒, and the optimization formulation is as follows:
The source voltage V is 14.4 V. The pressure differential and flow constraints ensure the engine is adequately cooled. The flow constraint is satisfied implicitly during the torque and pressure analysis. The temperature constraint ensures the motor wire insulation is not damaged, and the constraint on L and ᐉ c is required for packaging. The analysis functions are very strongly coupled, and so the first-and second-order algorithms failed in most cases to find a consistent system analysis solution. The design problem was successfully solved using mesh adaptive direct search ͓51͔ and the IDF formulation. One possible alternative solution algorithm is DIRECT ͓52,53͔. The minimal power consumption is 140 W, a substantial improvement over traditional water pumps of similar capacity, which consume nearly 300 W continuously ͓43͔.
3.2 P Õ C Decision Results. The P / C decision problem was solved using all four optimization strategies. As can be seen in Fig. 10 , ͑P ʈ C͒ and ͑P → C͒ identified all four Pareto points, while ͑P , C͒ and ͑C → P͒ were only able to identify one Pareto point ͑the trivial solution with N =1͒.
Of particular interest is the initial low sensitivity of CS to increased N. SS max can be reduced from 28 to 19 with a CS of 1, making this system an excellent candidate for decompositionbased design optimization. Only the ͑P ʈ C͒ and ͑P → C͒ strategies can reveal this low sensitivity.
The matrix A 3 represents a physical system, so P / C decisions made based on engineering intuition can be compared with optimal P / C modeling results. Dividing the system into motor and pump-related functions corresponds to the partition p = ͓1,1,1,2͔. If the motor subproblem is solved first, then CS =1 and SS max = 20, a good but suboptimal solution. Using a modelderived partition p = ͓1,2,3,4͔ as a starting point to solve coordination problem defined in Fig. 3 for the optimal sequence, the solution o s ‫ء‬ = ͓4,3,2,1͔ yields CS = 12 and SS max = 13, which is a Pareto point. In this simple example, intuitive and semi-intuitive approaches are rather effective but cannot quantify the tradeoff between CS and SS max . Much larger systems are likely to realize greater benefits from the ͑P ʈ C͒ strategy but algorithms more sophisticated than exhaustive enumeration will be required in such implementations ͓41͔.
Conclusion
We introduced a formal approach for simultaneous partitioning and coordination decision-making to investigate the suitability of a system for decomposition-based design optimization. The approach quantifies P − C tradeoffs by computing Pareto optima for minimum subproblem size and coordination problem size. The problem-size metrics proposed here captured P / C interactions in the examples successfully. Other metrics can be used instead if desired. Simultaneous P / C decision-making can lead to superior decomposition solutions. Comparison to nonsimultaneous strategies confirmed the existence of P / C decision interaction and demonstrated the value of a simultaneous approach. Exhaustive enumeration was used to generate results for small examples, and a simplified coordination decision model incorporated only subproblem sequencing. An improved coordination decision model that accounts for consistency constraint allocation is the next step in this research. Exhaustive enumeration must be replaced by more efficient algorithms that can generate the Pareto-optimal solutions for larger systems, a topic currently under investigation.
